MUC WOMEN’S COLLEGE, BURDWAN
NOTICE NO. : 065
Date: 28.02.2020
Quotations in sealed envelopes are invited from interested suppliers/maker for the following item in
MUC Women’s College, Burdwan. Last date of submission of quotation is 9th March by 2pm.
PAN & GST certificate are to be attached with quotations. GST & other Tax/Cess deductions as per rule
will be made at the time of payment. The amount for GST should be shown separately in the bill. Cheque
will be issued in favour of the concern quoting rate of item. Rate to include the delivery charge.
Quotation should be addressed to the Principal, MUC Women’s College, Burdwan with signature and date
either in plain paper or in the official pad of the Concern (if any). Rate is to be submitted to college office
within dateline. Quotations only of bidders with good credentials will be taken into consideration.
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Items
Sewing Machine (manual)
Sagar…………...(single)
Sewing Machine (manual)
Sagar………….(double)
Sewing Machine (electrical)
Scissors
(:India made iron scissors, local tailoring scissors)
“L” scale / L square (fiber made)
Grading scale (fiber made)
Hip curve
French curve
Iron
Working Table
(Measurement : 8’’ × 10’’)
(Plain and smooth wooden table top with mild steel
frame)
Measuring tape
Tracing wheel
Draping pin
Marking chalk/ Tailoring chalk
Brown paper
12’’ rular
Pencil 2B, 6B, 8B, 9B,
Eraser
Cotton fabric (light colour)
Liling fabric (same colour as cotton fabric)
Pesting
Poplin fabric (light in colour)
Set square
Sewing Machine oil
Cartise paper
Poster colour set
Brush (for Water colour) set
Dummy / human figure
(Male & Female)
Elastic 1’’

Rate
(including GST)

Remarks
(if any)
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Zipper 6’’ (for pant)
Hook (for pant)
Hook (for blouse)
Machine thread (multi colour)
Thread cutter
Glass marking pencil (white & black)
Velco 1’’
Hand needle (0 no. to 12no.)
Machine needle (14 no to 16no, for sagar single and
double machine)
38.
Bobbin (for Sagar single machine) & Bobbin case
39.
Bobbin (for Sagar double machine) & Bobbin case
*Rate should include transport and unloading charges.

Sd/Principal
M.U.C. Women’s College
Purba Bardhaman

